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Abstract—In wireless sensor networks, the nodes around the base station 
have higher energy consumption due to the forwarding task of all the detected 
data. In order to balance the energy consumption of the nodes around the base 
station, a reasonable and effective mechanism of node rotation dormancy is put 
forward. In this way, a large number of redundant nodes in the network are in a 
dormant state, so as to reduce the load of important nodes around the base sta-
tion. The problems of the redundant nodes in the sensor network are analyzed, 
and a new method is proposed to distinguish the redundant nodes based on local 
Delaunay triangulation and multi node election dormancy mechanism. The ex-
perimental results showed that this method could effectively distinguish the re-
dundant nodes in the network; at the same time, through the multi round elec-
tion mechanism, parts of redundant nodes are made dormant. In summary, they 
can reduce the network energy consumption on the condition of guaranteeing 
the original coverage. 

Keywords—wireless sensor, redundant node dormancy, Delaunay triangulation 

1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor network is the multi hop and self-organizing network system com-
posed through wireless communication of a large number of nodes with a probability 
distribution model randomly deployed in the monitoring region [1]. Wireless sensor 
technology has been gradually extended from the earliest military defense applica-
tions to agriculture, environmental monitoring, biological medicine, traffic manage-
ment, remote management of dangerous areas and even home and other fields [2-3]. 
For high density network application, there are a large number of dormant redundant 
nodes. We can design the redundant node identification algorithm, to make parts of 
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the nodes have alternate dormancy without affecting the network coverage and con-
nectivity requirements, thus reducing the flow for sending data flow to an important 
node, and saving the energy of essential nodes. For the important nodes, the energy 
consumption level is higher, can dispenser the relay node around an important node 
and help the important node to share the task of transmitting large amount of data 
flow. In this way, it can guarantee the service life of an important node. The method 
of solving this problem at present mainly focuses on designing an effective MAC 
protocol, identifying the redundant nodes and making it dormant, so as to ensure pro-
longing the life cycle of important nodes and design a rational network topology and 
node rotation dormancy [4]. 

In this paper, by analyzing the problem of the redundant nodes in the sensor net-
work, we put forward a new distributed redundant node discrimination method based 
on the local Delaunay triangulation graph and the mechanism of multi node election. 
The results showed that this method can effectively distinguish the redundant nodes in 
the network; at the same time, through the multi round election mechanism, we make 
part of redundant nodes dormant and reduce the network energy consumption on the 
condition of guaranteeing the original coverage. 

2 State of the art 

For wireless sensor networks, it is two important goals to balance the energy con-
sumption of the sensor nodes and improve the life cycle of the network. The distribu-
tion of sensor nodes in a topology affects the energy consumption of each node. In the 
process of transmitting information, due to the different location of the node, the en-
ergy loss is also different. In 2009, Xu Gang et al. proposed application-level node 
dormancy / synchronization mechanism, and provided a method to calculate the emp-
ty proportion based on the expected lifetime and data acquisition requirements of 
nodes. The results show that the lifetime of the nodes is prolonged. With sleep tech-
nology, 150h of no sleep node life can reach more than 1 year. In 2013, Hong Lu et 
al. proposed a dormancy algorithm for underwater sensor network nodes based on tree 
topologies. The algorithm can effectively shorten the number of wake-up times, pro-
long the sleep time, and ensure that the end-to-end propagation delay is not affected 
by the sleep time. In 2015, Chen Long and other proposed a comprehensive sensor 
network clustering and node sleep mechanism of the agreement. It divides the life of 
the sensor network into several time periods. In each time period, it determines the set 
of similar nodes for each node, and selects the representative node (Rnode) to send 
the perceived data. In addition, it also hides some redundant nodes. The results show 
that the protocol can extend the life of the sensor network. In 2016, Feng Lin pro-
posed a border area deployment adjustment of hybrid sensor network node optimiza-
tion algorithm. By adding a small number of mobile nodes to the divided boundary 
area, it achieves the energy balance in the process of node scheduling, and realizes the 
purpose of extending the network lifetime. 

In summary, the above researches are aimed at prolonging the network lifetime of 
sensor networks. In order to balance the energy consumption of the nodes around the 
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base station, a reasonable and effective mechanism of node rotation dormancy is put 
forward. In this way, a large number of redundant nodes in the network are in a 
dormant state, so as to reduce the load of important nodes around the base station. The 
problems of the redundant nodes in the sensor network are analyzed, and a new meth-
od is proposed to distinguish the redundant nodes based on local Delaunay triangula-
tion and multi node election dormancy mechanism.  

3 Problem of redundant coverage and related algorithms 

Because of the wireless sensor network node hardware platform with limited re-
sources, huge amount of network nodes amount and complex practical application 
environmental conditions and not allowing to replace the battery of "failure" nodes, it 
is an effective measurement for saving the nodes with limited battery energy and 
trying to prolong the whole network by reducing the energy consumption of the 
nodes. It is implemented by reducing the redundant broadcasting amount and making 
more nodes in the dormant state in the case of ensuring complete coverage. The rea-
son is that the energy consumption of wireless communication module nodes ac-
counted for more than 90% of the total energy consumption, the wireless communica-
tion module has the maximum energy consumption in the sending state, followed by 
the receiving state and the idle state, and the energy consumption of dormant state is 
the lowest. At present, when the communication module of the commonly used 
Berkeley Motes sensor is in the transmitting state, the power consumption is 60mW, 
when in receiving state and idle state, the power consumption is 12mW, and in the 
dormant state, the power consumption is only 0.03mW. Therefore, it will make parts 
of the nodes in the dormant state and greatly reduce the energy consumption of the 
nodes and prolong the working time of the nodes under the premise of satisfying the 
coverage requirements. 

The premise of the redundant node dormancy algorithm is the determination of re-
dundant nodes, that is to say, the nodes judge whether the covered area can be com-
pletely detected by the neighbor nodes according to the information of neighbor 
nodes. After the judgment of redundant nodes, because it is a distributed algorithm, 
each node, only based on the neighbor information, judges whether it belongs to the 
node. However, since that the correlation of the node coverage is not that each node 
can be dormant, for example in Figure 1, node 5 and node 6 can determine itself as 
redundant nodes but not dormant at the same time of node 5 and node 6, otherwise, 
between node 1, 2, 3 and 4, it will produce the coverage holes. Therefore, how to 
design the redundant node algorithm is an important part of the research on the cover-
age problem of wireless sensor networks. 

At present, the main algorithms for judging redundant nodes are Di Tian algorithm 
[5] and CCP algorithm [6]. The study found that these algorithms have a certain de-
gree of problems. In the following, we will analyze and elaborate in details. 
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Fig. 1. Coverage holes 

The idea of Di Tian algorithm is that if a node is covered by all the neighbor nodes 
[0,2!], then the node is a redundant node. Specific as follows: for any node v, define 

its neighbor node set ( ){ }srvuduvN != ,)( , ( )vud ,  indicating the distance 

from u to v. Define the open angle of the neighbor node u to v as vui!" , as shown in 

Figure 2 21APP! . 
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Fig. 2. Di Tian algorithm 

If all the neighbor nodes of the node v to the set of the open angle of v covers 

[0,2!], that is [ ]!
)( vNu

vui
i

20
!

" #=$ , then the node v is a redundant node. 

In Figure 2, Node A is covered by B, C, and D because 
[ ]!=""" ### 20ADACAB !! . In the Di Tian algorithm, because of using the 

opening angle to judge the coverage, it makes each node, in considering whether or 
not covered, only considers the nodes with the distance not greater than the radius of 
the probe, which makes the set of the redundant nodes calculated tends to be small. 
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In Figure 3, the area of node A is completely covered by B, C, and D. But  
)(AND! , according to Di Tian algorithm, A cannot be covered by B and C, so 

we determine that A is not redundant nodes, which makes the wrong judgment, and 
makes the finally judged redundant nodes are small in number. 
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Fig. 3. Wrong judgment in Di Tian algorithm  

The detection range of two nodes u and v is overlapped, and the condition needs to 
meet is that its distance is less than two times of the detection distance, namely 
( ) sr2vud !, . In order to solve the problem of Di Tian algorithm, CCP algorithm 

defines the neighbor nodes set of any node v as ( ) ( ){ }srvuduvN != , , which 

enlarges the search range and improves the accuracy of the judgment. 
The judgment idea of CCP algorithm is based on a theory in the graph theory. That 

is to say, in the circle C(v) of taking node v as the center, and detection radius sr as 
the radius, the intersection of any two neighbor nodes is always covered by the third 
neighbor node, then the detection area of node v is covered by its neighbor nodes, that 
is, [ ])()( yCxCP !!" , z!  and { } ( )vNzyxxCP !" ,,)( . This algorithm 

does not have any error, and it will not judge redundant nodes with missing. The only 
problem is that the computational complexity is too high, analyzing as follows. It is 
assumed that the node v has n neighbor nodes, then the circle intersection of these 

neighbor nodes is up to C2

n
 intersections, and the amount level is )( 2no . The node 

v first of all calculates the node position of )( 2no , then conducts its traversal of n-2 
neighbor nodes, to determine whether the cross point is covered by the third party 
node. Its computation complexity is )( 3no , and this calculation complexity in the 
high density network is very high. For instance, n=20, the computational complexity 
is reached o (8000) level, and the CPU computing capability of sensor nodes is lim-
ited, which makes the algorithm not applicable in wireless sensor networks. 
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In the aspect of redundant node algorithm, Nicolas D. Georganas proposed a "qual-
ified sleep criterion" for random delay messages to make the redundant nodes 
dormant, (COBS) algorithm [7-8], as shown in Figure 4: 

on-duty ready-to-off

off-dutyready-to-duty
start the next round

yes
no

time delay TW
can sleep

get SAM information

cannot sleep

time-delay

judge whether redundant nodes
 

Fig. 4. Sketch map of COBS algorithm 

COBS algorithm makes use of a random delay of the multi round selection mecha-
nism, and in each round, all nodes in the network need to determine whether it is a 
redundant node and whether it can be dormant. As shown in Figure 4, the node has a 
total of four states, that is, ready-on-duty (preparatory work), on-duty (work), ready-
to-off and off-duty. At the beginning of each round, all nodes are in the ready-on-duty 
state. At the beginning of the algorithm, each node generates a random delay dT , and 

in dT  , finishes to determine whether they are redundant nodes. If not, directly enter 
the on-duty state for continuing the work; if it is, then enter the ready-to-off (pre dor-
mancy) state and generate a random delay wT . 

In the process of 1T  wT , if the node receives the message and cannot sleep, then 

the node directly enters the on-duty (working) state. To the end of wT , the node de-
termines whether they can sleep based on the coverage situation at that time, that is, 
whether the detection area of its own is detected by the neighbor nodes. If judging 
that their dormancy does not generate new coverage holes, then the node enters the 
off-duty (dormant) state. That is to say, the node gets dormant and does not partici-
pate in the next round of selection, and transmits a message notification to the neigh-
bor node in the meanwhile. If determining that the dormancy will create a new vul-
nerability, then the node enters the on-duty state and continues to work. 

The COBS algorithm applies the random delay dormancy of redundant nodes, 
largely avoiding the redundant nodes and at the same time dormancy related coverage 
vulnerability, but because the delay generated is uncertain, and the process of infor-
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mation processing of nodes will consume a certain time, the misjudgment situation 
may still occur, that is to say, it can be qualified dormancy in a particular time node. 

4 Algorithm design 

In this paper, the design of the algorithm is divided into two parts, namely: (1) to 
identify the redundant nodes; (2) in the case of ensuring the original coverage, make 
dormant of the redundant nodes. 

(1) Distinguish the redundant nodes 
In the randomly deployed sensor nodes, each node, according to the relative posi-

tion of the neighbor node information, first of all constructs local Delaunay triangle 
graph. This paper will adopt the method of establishing the local Delaunay triangle 
graph in distributed environment. The node, according to the relative position of the 
nodes in the communication range (i.e., neighbor nodes), constructs the corresponding 
perpendicular bisector of the line segment. The smallest convex polygon surrounded 
by the bisector is Voronoi polygon corresponding to that node, the corresponding 
node is Delaunay neighbor nodes of the node, so it can get local Delaunay triangle 
graph. 

In this algorithm, we use two different concepts: neighbor node and Delaunay 
neighbor node: 

Neighbor nodes: all nodes with distance to the node i less than CR  are called 
neighbor node of the node i. 

Delaunay neighbor node: in the local Delaunay triangulation graph constructed by 
the node i, all nodes of the Delaunay triangle edge with the node i. 

Based on the analysis of local Delaunay triangle graph, this paper proposes a new 
criterion for distinguishing redundant nodes: 

For any node iS , it there does exist 

{ } si Rlength lineneighbor  iangleelaunay trDsmax ! , the node iS is the redundant 

node. As shown in Figure 5, the maximum distance of the node to the 6S Delaunay 

neighbor nodes 2S , 4S , 5S , 7S , and 9S is 56SS and S56 RSS < , so 6S  is distin-

guished as the redundant node. 
(2) Make redundant nodes dormant in the case of ensuring the coverage unchanged 
According to the criteria in (1), the redundant nodes in each node just starts from 

their own situation, and do not consider other nodes. That is to say, if some redundant 
nodes are dormant at the same time, it will produce network coverage holes. In this 
algorithm, the redundant nodes judged by (1) is divided into independent redundant 
nodes and dependent redundant nodes two categories: 

Dependent redundant nodes: if Delaunay neighbor node of a redundant node cen-
tralized contains at least one redundant node, the redundant nodes are dependent re-
dundant nodes; the number of Delaunay neighbor nodes is called dependence. 
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Fig. 5. The judgment of redundant node 

Independent redundant node: if all of its Delaunay neighbor nodes are non-
redundant nodes, then the redundant nodes are independent redundant nodes. 

Independent redundant nodes can go directly to the dormant state, and for the de-
pendent redundant nodes, direct dormancy will lead to the formation of the coverage 
holes. As a result, we can only choose parts of the nodes to enter the dormant state. In 
this paper, we propose a new algorithm for the selection of dormancy: first of all, the 
redundant nodes are grouped according to the Delaunay correlation, and then the 
multiple voting mechanism is implemented in each group to select the redundant 
nodes that can get dormant at the same time. In each round, active redundant nodes 
within a group send the news containing its own ID and dependence to the other node 
within the group, while receive news released by other nodes, and compare the de-
pendence of the messages received with that of itself. If its dependence is the lowest 
in the node received, then it will be judged as dormant redundant nodes, while send-
ing a message to the Delaunay neighboring nodes to give a statement of itself dor-
mancy and entering the dormancy state. The node that receives the dormant message 
remains active state and does not participate in the election any more, that is, not 
handling the relevant messages. All the active redundant nodes that do not receive the 
dormancy message enter the next election. The schematic diagram of the process is 
shown in Figure 6. 

71 S~S  in Figure 6 has been determined to be dependent redundant node. From 

the definition above, the dependency of 1S , 4S , and 7S is 1, and the dependency of 

2S , 3S , and 6S is 2, and the dependence of 5S  is 3, as shown in Figure 6 (a). In the 

first round of the election, 2S , 3S , and 6S  enter a dormant state, and send message 

to Delaunay neighbor nodes 2S , 3S , and 6S , 2S , 3S , and 6S  receive the news, that 
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is, to maintain the active state, and no longer participate in the elections, and 5S  en-

ters the next round of elections, as shown in Figure 6 (b). As there is only 5S  left to 

participate in the election, 5S  is directly into the dormant state, as shown in Figure 6 
(c). 
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(a) (b)

S1
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Active node
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of multi round election mechanism 

5 Experimental results and analysis 

Figure 7 shows the network topology of this study. 

Host computer

Internet

HubsHubs

Sensor Sensor  
Fig. 7. Network topology diagram 
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This paper has several dispenser of different number of nodes in the same coverage 
area, and from the following two aspects, compares the existing algorithms and the 
algorithm in this paper: 

1. the proportion of redundant nodes to all nodes: calculate the proportion of the 
number of judged redundant nodes selected by the algorithm of the total number. 

2.  the number of active nodes: calculate, in the case of different dispenser of the 
number of nodes within the same region, the number of active nodes that a variety 
of dormancy algorithms select. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show, in the case of different dispenser of the number of 
nodes within the same region, the proportion of redundant nodes accounted for the 
total number of nodes and the proportion of redundant nodes in the total number of 
active network nodes. 
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Fig. 8. Proportion of redundant nodes 

It can be seen from Figure 7 that, the Di Tian algorithm and the algorithm results 
are with the increase in the number of nodes for WSNs, the proportion of redundant 
nodes is increasing. It is mainly because that the dispenser density of nodes increases, 
and the coverage holes under the initial conditions reduce, resulting in the increasing 
proportion of redundant nodes. For dispensing the same number of nodes, the number 
of redundant nodes judged by the algorithm in this paper is much more than that of Di 
Tian. 
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Fig. 9. Number of active nodes 

It can be seen from Figure 8 that, for different number of redundant nodes in the 
same area, the number of active nodes obtained by the algorithm in this paper begins 
to increase, but the change is small, and tends to be stable. It is mainly because for the 
same coverage area, as long as there is a certain number of active nodes can it achieve 
full coverage. As a result, the number of active nodes chosen will not increase with 
the increase of dispenser nodes, and the number of active nodes obtained by Nicolas 
algorithm continuously increase with the increase of nodes, which means that there 
are still a large number of dormant nodes working in the network. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, for the node dormancy problems in the high density randomly dis-
persed sensor network, we put forward a new redundant node judgment and dormancy 
algorithm based on local Delaunay triangle graph. The algorithm is divided into two 
steps, namely, distinguishing the redundant nodes and selecting the dormant nodes. 
The premise of the algorithm is to construct the local Delaunay triangulation graph of 
the neighbor nodes, nodes according to the information of the graph to judge whether 
itself is off redundant nodes, and then to determine the independent redundant nodes 
and the redundant nodes and the dependence. The experimental results showed that 
the algorithm can effectively judge the redundant nodes in the network and make sure 
that some redundant nodes enter the dormant state in the case of ensuring the initial 
coverage situation unchanged. Compared with other algorithms, it is shown that the 
number of redundant nodes judged by the algorithm in this paper is more than that of 
the existing algorithm. In addition, in the case of dispersing different number of nodes 
in the same area, the number of active nodes obtained by the algorithm is very small 
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in change, which can achieve coverage of monitoring area with fewer nodes. The 
algorithm is suitable for large networks with many nodes, and it has certain practical 
value. 
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